	Module 9
Transportation and travel: beyond human capabilities

Extra materials 1

Space robots

Read the text below and answer the questions:
	What is a “launching window”?

How long is the Martian year compared to the Earth’s one?
	What is an orbiter? 
	What is a lander?

What rover’s tasks are specified in the text? 
Do you know any more tasks to be performed by Mars rovers?

How and why do we send robots to Mars?
Spirit Mars Exploration Rover


Spirit Mars Exploration Rover
From NASA.
To send exploration rovers to Mars, we need to launch them via a rocket like any other satellites. Next, the satellite will reach Mars in approximately 6 months. There is a so-called "launching window" to send satellites to Mars when the Earth and its neighbour are at their nearest. The Martian year is about twice as long as the year on Earth, which is cool since the planets tend to meet every two years. 
Next is the orbit phase. The orbiter will slow down to take its position around Mars and spend years there analyzing the atmosphere and taking high-resolution pictures of the planet. It will also release the Mars lander to let it do its job. The lander will then softly crash on the planet. If it survives (which only a few landers did), it opens and releases the rover inside. The lander itself is usually a robot too, which will analyze its surroundings while the Mars rover is wandering around to find... 
To find what? That's the next question! Why do we send these robots out there and what do we want to find on this desolated planet?
For me, I just think it's cool to have these robots travel across the Space Ocean to reach new lands. But then, my boy's dream may not be enough to justify the hundreds of millions of dollars that are spent for Mars Exploration.
Mars rovers are there for four main reasons:
	to find traces of life on Mars,

to find out about the history of Mars,
	to analyze the current climate and daily conditions,
to challenge our technology, encouraging innovations.
Sebastien Cagnon, 
http://www.about-robots.com/mars-rovers.html
 Read the text below and answer the questions:
	How long did it take the rover to take the selfie?

How many individual photos were taken?
Why was the selfie taken by the MAHLI camera?
Why is it more difficult to operate the MAHLI camera than a Mast camera?
Who took part in taking the selfie?
What difficulties did they have to overcome?

The story behind Curiosity's self-portrait on Mars
Whenever Curiosity drills at a new site on Mars, the team tries to take a self-portrait as part of the documentation of the drill site. On sol 1065, Curiosity took its most recent self-portrait -- from a brand-new perspective.
to drill – сверлить
sol - солнечные сутки на планете Марс, равные 24 час. 39 мин.
Curiosity's sol 1065 MAHLI self-portrait (official version)


This low-angle self-portrait of NASA's Curiosity Mars rover shows the vehicle above the "Buckskin" rock target, where the mission collected its seventh drilled sample. The site is in the "Marias Pass" area of lower Mount Sharp. It was taken on sol 1065 with the MAHLI camera on the end of the robotic arm.
The image is all the more amazing when you see how many individual frames the Mars Hand Lens Imager (MAHLI) had to take in order to cover the 360-degree view:
buckskin – оленья шкура
sample – образец, проба

frame - кадр
Curiosity sol 1065 MAHLI self-portrait: component images


Curiosity's arm-mounted MAHLI camera took 72 individual photos over a period of about an hour in order to cover the entire rover and a lower hemisphere including 360 degrees around the rover and more than 90 degrees of elevation. It took two tiers of 20 images to cover the entire horizon, and fewer images at lower elevations to cover the bottom of the image sphere. The arm was kept out of most of the images but it was impossible to keep the arm's shadow from falling on the ground in positions immediately in front of the rover. 
hemisphere – полушарие
elevation – угол возвышения
tier – ряд, ярус
to keep out of smth – не допускать попадания куда-либо
There are several color cameras on Curiosity, among them: two Mast cameras, or Mastcams for short, MAHLI and Mars Descent Imager or MARDI. All cameras have a common detector and focus mechanism, but different optics. 
Though creating panoramas of the landscape around the rover  is the Mastcams’ function, the camera team realized that MAHLI had the potential to take some of the most evocative photos of the mission. It has a wider-angle view than the Mastcams, but more importantly, it could be pointed back at the rover to image rover hardware on Mars.
Everybody knew it would take significant effort to pull off.  A self-portrait would require dozens of MAHLI photos that would have to be stitched together on the ground. For them to stitch together seamlessly, the camera's detector needed to be held at a fixed position in space, while the optical axis was rotated to point in all the different directions required for all the images. It could be done, but using MAHLI is a lot more complicated than using the Mastcams. The Mastcams sit on a camera bar that points using a pan and tilt mechanism that is comparatively simple to understand; Mastcam image sequences can be developed by Mastcam team members. But MAHLI sits on the robotic arm, and only skilled rover drivers -- officially titled "rover planners" or RPs -- at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory can develop robotic arm sequences. In fact, only some rover drivers are qualified to work the arm. So the camera  team had to get the rover drivers on board with the idea.
One of the engineers on the team says that once he showed the rover drivers that it was possible to take a picture of the rover on Mars from a third-person point of view, "it wasn't that hard to sell." The capability to fix the MAHLI detector's position in XYZ space was technically built in to the arm software already. Rover driver Joseph Carsten began to work on the challenging sequence. Carsten explained his process in an email to me:
«Once you've picked where you want the CCD, the next challenge is figuring out how to lay out the frames. There are a few main things to consider:
1) Make sure everything you want to image is covered with adequate overlap between frames.
2) Minimize the total number of frames required (save on duration and data volume).
3) Simplify the sequencing as much as possible to reduce the review burden on the tactical team.
This process is complicated by the fact that not every position and orientation is guaranteed to be reachable. One factor is collisions. There can be collisions between arm and rover hardware. Another factor is kinematic reachability. A desired position may not be kinematically feasible at all, or it may only be reachable in a specific arm configuration. When we run the observation, we actually capture all the frames that are reachable in one shoulder configuration, switch the shoulder configuration (which takes a few minutes), and then take the rest of the frames in that other configuration.
There are other secondary considerations as well. One is lighting. Ideally you don't want shadows to move much between frames so the stitching works well. For that you can play with the time of day for the observation and the ordering of frames (take spatially adjacent frames close together in time so the shadows don't have much time to move). For these mosaics, the shadowing you'd really like to avoid is from the arm. Since the arm moves between each and every frame, the arm shadows move more dramatically than anything else.
The arm also needed to be kept out of the way of all of the photos. The arm has five degrees of freedom (two perpendicular rotational axes at shoulder and wrist, and one hinge-like joint at the elbow) -- and that's one degree of freedom short of the number needed to fix both the position and the orientation of the optical axis in space. So the rectangular MAHLI images couldn't be held parallel to the horizon; the point of view rotates around the optical axis. Images had to be placed carefully to account for their different angles and still ensure enough overlap between adjacent frames for them to assemble neatly. 

descent – спуск









to pull off = to succeed 
to stitch – cшивать
seam – шов, стык

pan and tilt mechanism – поворотная головка для панорамных снимков

to sell - внушать (какую-л. мысль) ; убеждать в ценности чего-л.






to sequence - 
задавать [устанавливать] последовательность; упорядочивать
















to be [a measure of smth] short of [some goal] – [подлежащему англ.предл.] недостает [такого-то количества чего-л.] до [заданного значения]

 Read the text and speak on the topic: Curiosity’s end effectors.
Curiosity's Arm Held High
This photo was taken during testing at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory on June 3, 2011 at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The turret at the end of Curiosity's robotic arm holds five devices. In this view, the drill is at the six o'clock position. The next device clockwise is the Collection and Handling for In-situ Martian Rock Analysis device, or CHIMRA. It includes a soil scoop and a set of chambers and labyrinths for sieving, sorting and portioning samples of rock powder or soil for delivery to analytical instruments. At the 10 o'clock position is the Alpha Particle X-ray Spectrometer (APXS). Behind the forearm are the Mars Hand Lens Imager (MAHLI) and the Dust Removal Tool (DRT). All told, the turret alone weighs 34 kilograms -- three times more than the total mass of the first Mars rover, Sojourner (11.5 kg).
Curiosity's Arm Held High




Artificial intelligence
 Read a definition of the word ‘intelligence’ and try to answer the following questions.
intelligence - the ability to understand and think about things, and to gain and use knowledge.

	Do you think it’s possible to create artificial intelligence?

Are there intelligent robots today? What kind of work can they do?
What do you think is the main problem in creating AI?
What is a cyborg?
What do you think would be the future of robotic evolution?

 Read the text below and check your answers.

Artificial Intelligence
Artificial intelligence is arguably the most exciting field in robotics. It’s certainly the most controversial: everybody agrees that a robot can work in an assembly line, but there’s no consensus on whether a robot can ever be intelligent.
Like the term "robot" itself, artificial intelligence is hard to define. Ultimate AI would be a recreation of the human thought process. This would include the ability to learn just about anything, the ability to reason, the ability to use language and the ability to formulate original ideas. Roboticists are nowhere near achieving this level of artificial intelligence, but they have made a lot of progress with more limited AI. Today's AI machines can replicate some specific elements of intellectual ability.
Computers can already solve problems in limited realms. The basic idea of AI problem-solving is very simple, though its execution is complicated. First, the AI robot or computer gathers facts about a situation through sensors or human input. The computer compares this information to stored data and decides what the information signifies. The computer runs through various possible actions and predicts which action will be most successful based on the collected information. Of course, the computer can only solve problems it's programmed to solve. It doesn't have any generalized analytical ability. Chess computers are one example of this sort of machine.
Some modern robots also have the ability to learn in a limited capacity. Learning robots recognize if a certain action (moving its legs in a certain way, for instance) achieved a desired result (navigating an obstacle). The robot stores this information and attempts the successful action the next time it encounters the same situation. Some robots can learn by mimicking human actions. In Japan, roboticists have taught a robot to dance by demonstrating the moves themselves.
AI research is useful for understanding how natural intelligence works. For some roboticists, this insight is the ultimate goal of designing robots. Others envision a world where we live side by side with intelligent machines and use a variety of lesser robots for manual labor, health care and communication. A number of robotics experts predict that robotic evolution will ultimately turn us into cyborgs - humans integrated with machines. Conceivably, people in the future could load their minds into a sturdy robot and live for thousands of years!

arguably = according to some people
controversial[ˌkɔntrə'vɜːʃ(ə)l]
= questionable , disputable
to define – to explain or identify the nature or essential qualities of
ultimate = final, maximum
just about = almost
to reason = to consider, to think
to replicate = to reproduce

realm = sphere , field
to execute = to carry out, to accomplish, to perform
through ≈ from
input = data to be entered into a computer for processing
to signify = to mean
to predict = to tell the future generalized = universal

capacity = (here) degree
to recognize = to identify, to realize
to encounter = to meet

to mimick = to imitate


insight = understanding

to envision = to imagine as a future possibility
health care = medical service
to turn into = to transform into
cyborg ['saɪbɔːg] = cybernetic organism
conceivably = presumably, possibly
sturdy = strong, robust

 Mark the following statements as True or False.
	Roboticists are very close to achieving Artificial Intelligence.
	Today's intelligent robots can replicate a lot of elements of human thought process.

Some modern robots have the ability to learn just about anything.
	The basic idea of problem-solving by robots is rather difficult.
	In China, roboticists have taught a robot to dance.
Some experts think that robotic evolution will result in the appearance of cyborgs.

Find in the text (the number of passage is in brackets) the words that mean the following:
	general agreement among a group of people. (1)

far from, not nearly (2)
input information from a person (3)

	quickly considers  (3)

close together (5)
work done with your hands rather than with your mind (5)

Read the final part of the text and learn more about today’s trends in robotic development.

	Some robots can interact socially. Kismet, a robot at M.I.T's Artificial Intelligence Lab, recognizes human body language and voice inflection and responds appropriately. Kismet's creators are interested in how humans and babies interact, based only on tone of speech and visual cue. This low-level interaction could be the foundation of a human-like learning system.

Kismet and other humanoid robots at the M.I.T. AI Lab operate using an unconventional control structure. Instead of directing every action using a central computer, the robots control lower-level actions with lower-level computers. The program's director, Rodney Brooks, believes this is a more accurate model of human intelligence. We do most things automatically; we don't decide to do them at the highest level of consciousness.
The real challenge of AI is to understand how natural intelligence works. Developing AI isn't like building an artificial heart - scientists don't have a simple, concrete model to work from. We do know that the brain contains billions and billions of neurons, and that we think and learn by establishing electrical connections between different neurons. But we don't know exactly how all of these connections add up to higher reasoning, or even low-level operations. Because of this, AI research is largely theoretical. 
In any case, robots will certainly play a larger role in our daily lives in the future. In the coming decades, robots will gradually move out of the industrial and scientific worlds and into daily life, in the same way that computers spread to the home in the 1980s.
inflection – интонация, модуляция
сue – знак, сигнал





сonsciousness - сознание
How Robots Work
by Tom Harris
http://science.howstuffworks.com/robot6.htm

Answer the questions:
	What is meant by “conventional” and “unconventional” robot control structure?

How is the main difficulty in creating AI explained in the text?

Speak on the following topics.
The main elements of human intelligence.
The most problematic element of human thought process to be reproduced artificially.
The principle of robotic problem-solving.
How today’s robots learn.
Why is it so difficult to create AI?

Topics for discussions:
	AI is the most controversial field of robotics.
	“The issue of creating AI is the most exciting and important in robotics” vs “We mostly need to design service robots that do repetitive and boring work”
	Future of robotic evolution: humans vs robots?

Humans vs cyborgs.



